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In 2016, a young Korean-American author called Yoon Ha Lee exploded onto the Science 
Fiction (SF) novel scene with Ninefox Gambit, the first instalment in The Machineries of Empire 
trilogy (2016-2018). Lee has produced critically acclaimed short fiction since 1999, so it is no surprise 
that the first two books in the trilogy - a richly textured and highly complex military space opera 
– have won a Locus award and four other nominations between them. The expectations for the 
third and final instalment, Revenant Gun (2018), were always high, especially as the trilogy has 
occasionally been criticised as too complex for readers to easily understand. Lee is a mathematician 
and that shows in his innovative setting – everything in this world has a mathematical value, from 
social rituals to human lives, and wars are won on the strength of a general’s ability to gauge the 
underlying mathematical realities of the battlefield.  This is a powerful concept, which Lee delivers 
with rich symbolism, lyrically beautiful language, black humour, and psychological drama. Revenant 
Gun trades some of the trilogy’s momentum for emotional depth, but in doing so it delivers a heart-
wrenching payoff – one that is most certainly worth the wait.

What separates The Machineries of Empire from other military SF is Lee’s most innovative 
premise: calendrical warfare. In this universe, consensus reality is king; social structure directly alters 
physical reality. The Hexarchate, an interstellar regime ruled by six rigidly defined factions, expends 
immense military, economic, and social effort to uphold its calendar, because if the high calendar 
fails, then so too do their physics and technology. In calendrical warfare, opposing social structures 
come into direct conflict. This is already a powerful metaphor for reality as a social construct, but 
Lee raises the stakes with ‘exotic physics’ - impossible phenomena that the calendar makes possible, 
if adherents move and behave in mathematically prescribed designs. These exotic effects make 
Lee’s space combat unexpectedly vivid, creative, and rich with symbolism, but they also allow him 
to explore the political and ethical trade-offs that social hegemonies require to sustain themselves.

The first and foremost of these trades are human lives, which Lee represents in mathematical 
terms. In Ninefox Gambit, Captain Kel Cheris reflects that “[t]here was no comfort to be extracted 
from the dead, from flesh evaporated from bones. Nothing but numbers snipped short” (1). In one 
memorable battle later on, a soldier watches his company walk into an exotic effect and dissolve into 
columns of golden light rippling with mathematical equations. Numbers have a loaded meaning in 
the Hexarchate, however, and bear witness to the secret inner lives of the dead. In that light, soldiers 
are spun out into memories of food, family, habits, and loves, all of which the reader sees sacrificed 
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for a military objective. This is where Lee’s symbolism is most powerful - at once romantic, exotic, 
and mythic, but also modern - and it is one of the great strengths of the trilogy as a whole. In the 
Hexarchate, lives are resources to be spent and individual personalities are routinely shattered, 
sacrificed, and surgically altered, but Lee sketches people - their hopes, fears and small pleasures - 
with remarkable warmth and dignity.

Lee’s focus on people is reflected in the tonal shift that takes place across the trilogy, from 
thrilling military space opera to psychosocial drama. Ninefox Gambit takes Kel Cheris, a young 
military officer, and thrusts her into the role of corporeal vessel for the ghost of a mad-genius tactician, 
so that he (acting through her) can put down a rebellion against the high calendar. As a result the first 
book is a tactical thriller reminiscent of the best parts of Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game (1985). But 
the most fascinating dynamic is between Kel Cheris and Shuos Jedao, the homicidal but charismatic 
general she must control, and this sort of intimate, personal drama is what really drives the trilogy. 
In some ways, Revenant Gun is a quiet and intimate conclusion to an explosive trilogy, and that 
may feel anticlimactic to readers who wanted Jedao’s tactical brilliance to escalate. But the trilogy 
never sets out to glorify war: Cheris/Jedao’s military triumphs are always immediately undercut by 
the ugliness and brutality of conflict. By Revenant Gun, the tone shifts decisively to war-weariness 
and tragic romance. This play with generic conventions is by no means unique to Lee (John Scalzi, 
for one, is adept at shifting tones within the broad umbrella of military SF), but Lee pulls it off with 
delicacy and finesse. The psychological drama gains extra power from Lee’s clever reference to the 
soapy dramas that many characters enjoy watching: in The Machineries of Empire, small stories take 
on epic significance.

The cat-and-mouse power games between Kel Cheris, Shuos Jedao, and Nirai Kujen – the 
immortal designer of the Hexarchate’s calendar – is a millennia-old conflict that threatens the whole 
empire, but it is also intensely personal. Revenant Gun focuses on Nirai Kujen, the brilliant, charming, 
and ruthless architect of the high calendar and much of its technology. As Cheris continues her hunt 
for the secret of Kujen’s immortality, she finds Hemiola – one of Kujen’s abandoned servitors – and 
forms a tentative alliance. Hemiola does not want to believe the worst of Kujen and joins Cheris 
to discover Kujen’s reasons for creating a social hierarchy founded on ritual torture. But the most 
compelling insights into Kujen’s character come from his relationship with a newly cloned version 
of Shuos Jedao, created to take back the empire after the fragmentation of Raven Stratagem. This 
relationship mirrors the cat-and-mouse game between Cheris and Jedao in Ninefox Gambit. The 
vulnerability of this newborn Jedao (who lacks his older self’s full memories) highlights the softer 
side of Nirai Kujen – who is no less dangerous for his love of beauty, his gentle wit, or his apparent 
affection towards Jedao. Unfortunately, the final revelation – why Kujen is so ruthless – is somewhat 
anticlimactic. As a result, Revenant Gun loses some of the tightly wound tension that made Ninefox 
Gambit and Raven Stratagem sparkle. On reflection, this adds to the psychological realism of the 
trilogy. A single revelation about a character, however significant, is unlikely to be the key that 
unlocks the puzzle box for good; in the end, Kujen’s past is still not fully known, and there is still a 
war to be won.
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Again, Lee literalises the metaphor: the fragmentation of identity that is so ubiquitous 
throughout the trilogy illustrates the impossibility of ever knowing someone fully. There will always 
be another facet, from another moment in time, that disturbs any coherent image of a person. Lee’s 
brilliance with character shows to full effect here, with Cheris, Jedao, and Kujen orbiting ever closer 
to one another; never fully visible to the others, and only partially legible to the reader. Like all Lee’s 
metaphors, fragmentation does double duty. In Revenant Gun, the full implications of the series title 
become clear. The machinations of empire could be seen simply as political maneuvering between 
elites, or the struggle to keep hold of technology that ensures military dominance, but in the final 
instalment Lee makes it clear that it is ultimately all about people. The high calendar is powered by 
fragments of lives: it carves people and cultures into pieces that fit into its hierarchy, and it deploys 
people as fragments of machinery. The Hexarchate is a machine, in this very literal sense, driven by 
the ordinary lives, movements, and the sacrifices of people.

But the real heart of Revenant Gun can be found in characters who do not fit neatly inside 
this machine - those who are not considered people. Lee’s representation of identities that we 
would consider subaltern (non-heterosexual or non-cisgendered, for example) is consistently good – 
these characters appear frequently in the Hexarchate, without comment, in positions of power – but 
Machineries of Empire substitutes its own subaltern identities. Cheris’ relationship with the robotic 
servitors, for example, is consistently one of the most fascinating components of the trilogy, because 
she is one of the few people who overtly acknowledge their sapience and independent culture. Lee 
explores this omission to great effect in Raven Strategem, in which it becomes clear that servitors 
are not recognised by the high calendar and cannot create exotic effects. This turns out to be a 
blessing for servitors in a certain light, because unlike the Kel soldier faction they are not asked to 
sacrifice themselves for the empire. But it does highlight the arbitrary and exclusionary nature of the 
high calendar, because servitors can be recognised by certain heretical calendars. Although clearly 
sapient, they are not people in the social hierarchy of the Hexarchate. The servitors are only one 
marginal group, albeit the most nuanced, but to discuss the others would be to spoil one of the most 
soulwrenching moments in Revenant Gun.

Overall, Revenant Gun delivers on the promises set out by Ninefox Gambit and Raven 
Stratagem. If the tactical thrills have lost their shine, it is because Revenant Gun instead prioritises 
the trilogy’s exploration of identity as multifaceted, veiled, and unknowable. The Hexarchate can 
quantify and control almost anything, but individual subjectivity resists mathematical modelling. 
For Cheris and Jedao, identity and memory are the means of resistance. With Revenant Gun, Lee 
cements his place in the modern canon of innovative, conceptual – and beautiful – SF.
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